
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

CELEBRITY 
JUICED  
 
 
 
 

DURATION 
60 to 90 minutes 
  

 
REQUIREMENTS 
Round table per team 
 

 
GUEST NOS. 
Up to 100 guests  

 

Inspired by the zaniest game show on telly, Celebrity Juiced is a wild 
and wacky after dinner extravaganza of crazy challenges and humorous 
quiz rounds! 

With the action taking place around your dinner tables, games can be played from the 
comfort of your seats, unless we need some slightly willing volunteers to take part in a 
challenge against the opposition on stage…but there’s no pressure! 

With the emphasis firmly on fun the games keep on flowing along with the laughs, and 
there’s no need for any specialist skills or vast knowledge as the activities range from  silly 
to ridiculous – seeing the teams battle to earn points in an attempt to get their hands on the 
star prize.   

Whether it’s having the fastest finger first when buzzing in to answer a question or being 
the quickest to wrap a team member in toilet paper, Celebrity Juiced will bring a smile to 
everyone’s face.   

“Highly entertaining, great fun. The guys worked really hard and ensured everyone 
participated and enjoyed themselves” 3663 
 

SEE THE EVENT IN 

ACTION! 

https://vimeo.com/764063192


 

CELEBRITY JUICED   

DETAILS 
We would always recommend the Celebrity Juiced event takes place after dinner. Our Quiz 
Master can introduce the event during coffee & then the fun begins! 
 
Example rounds are as follows: 
 

Don't Show Keith Your Teeth  
Teams choose a contestant to attempt tongue twisters, without their teeth being visible! 
 
Who's Keith Stalking 
An image of a celebrity is shown on screen through binoculars - buzz in to guess who it is. 
 
Cheesy Listening  
Teams must identify distorted music clips and come up with the answers! 
 
Who's the mummy?  
A Physical Round, teams turn a member into a Mummy with Toilet Roll against the clock! 
 
Celebrity Mix Ups  
Teams must identify the blended famous faces on screen…  
 
Memory like a sieve  
Can teams recall the detail shown on screen, in this fiendish Memory Game? 
 
Flasher Mack  
A video is shown of a man in a mac with random items attached… 
 
Act the movie  
A Physical Round in which teams have to guess the movie title from performed mimes! 
 
Who?  
Simply guess who is the oldest, tallest etc and vote with white boards – much harder than 
it sounds! 
 
Thrust 
Oversized pants are worn with a ball suspended below - thrust the ball to knock down 
targets! 
 
Why not add a “Keith Orange” host to your event, please ask for details! 
     

 

 


